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BOUT SHREDDED BULBS
Shredded Bulbs have been turning heads in their native Austria with a powerful blend
of heavy rock guitars, electronic textures, and instantly memorable vocal hooks. A
duo with a penchant for world-beating anthems, they serve as a reminder of the
enduring allure of rock music. Now, with the release of their most compelling music
to date, Shredded Bulbs are on their way to reaching an international audience.
At its core, Shredded Bulbs is a collaboration between Soles & MB Adam. Together,
they capture pure and radiant energy - one that will instantly appeal to electronic,
pop, and rock fans everywhere. Their goal is to inspire and uplift their audiences,
using their guitars and drums to tell meaningful stories of resilience and endurance.
There is a genuine sense of love and passion in these songs, making Shredded Bulbs
an inimitable new voice in music.
The pair have started their new era with a bang, creating some of the heaviest and
most artistic rock music you are likely to hear this year. They have expanded on their
signature sound, incorporating new atmospheres and wild visuals to take listeners on a
genuine musical journey. With a steady stream of material expected for this year and
beyond, you can expect Shredded Bulbs to make a major impact on the international
music scene.

RELEASES

Lovers & Fighters (11/2020)

Raise (12/2020)

NEW SINGLE
Waterfall (04/2022)

NEW SINGLE: WATERFALL
Made up of songwriting duo Mike B. Adam & Soles, Shredded Bulbs
has made a name for themselves in their home country with an
innovative mix of rock guitar, electronic atmospheres, and classic pop
melodies. On their latest single, they’ve created an energetic yet
artistic ode to togetherness.
‘Waterfall’ sets the tone immediately with a wall of distorted guitars,
providing a perfect backdrop as the word ‘Together’ echoes out.
From there, the track is a garage rock tour-de-force, full of
unexpected turns and instantly memorable hooks. Whatever your
tastes in music, you’ll likely find something to love from this exciting
new group.

The latest single from the Austrian ElectroRockers is a joyous ode to the power of love
and perseverance.
Official release on all music stores & video release in APRIL 2022
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